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1 Introduction 
 
Haspelmath (1995:1) observes that, although the descriptions of unfamiliar languages 
based upon a terminology and a framework developed for familiar Indo-European ones 
“have suffered from a certain extent of harmful Latinocentrism or (later) Eurocentrism”, 
there are phenomena that are essentially equivalent in both European and non-European 
languages. He further claims that the converb is one of these “cross-linguistically valid 
categories”. The present paper evaluates whether this claim stands up to closer scrutiny, 
and whether other definitions given in the literature are to be regarded as viable alterna-
tives. 

For this purpose, Section 2 presents some intended uses of the term converb and dis-
cusses some formal and functional aspects of the definitions. The third section explores 
data from Turkic and other languages that pose some problems for the definitions pre-
sented, and Section 4 discusses to what extent the latter can be revised or integrated into 
a terminological framework applicable cross-linguistically to verb paradigms. Section 5 
closes the paper. 

 
 

2 The converb as a technical  term 
 
2.1 Terminology 
 
As noted by Haspelmath (1995:50), it was the Finnish Altaicist Gustaf John Ramstedt 
(1903:55) who coined the term converb for his study of the Khalkha Mongolian verbal 
paradigm, and it was adopted for other Altaicists for Turkic (von Gabain 1941 and Krueger 
1962), Mongolian (Hangin 1968) and Tungusic (Benzing 1955). It was first used in Ned-
jalkov and Nedjalkov 1987 in a general typological sense. 

For this cross-linguistic use, Haspelmath (1995:45) prefers the term converb to (i) ger-
und (used in Romance linguistics) mainly because of its deviant use in Latin and English, 
where it denotes a verbal noun rather than a verbal adverb, and to (ii) adver-
bial/conjunctive participle (used in Slavic and Indo-Aryan linguistics, respectively) because 
he wants to restrict the use of the term participle to verbal adjectives. 

 
2 .2  Definition issues 
 
There is no agreement among linguists as to how to use this term in typological studies, 
with definitions ranging from broad to restrictive and combining both formal and func-
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tional criteria. Table 1 shows different definitions found in the literature: 
 

TABLE 1: Some definitions of converb 
H Haspelmath (1995:3) converb = “nonfinite verb form whose main function is 

to mark adverbial subordination” 

J Johanson (1995:313) converb segment = “nonfinite unit which is construc-
tionally subordinated to a base segment” 

N Nedjalkov (1995:97) converb = “verb form which depends syntactically on 
another verb form, but is not its syntactic actant, i.e., 
does not realize its semantic valencies” 

 
2.2.1 Formal aspects 
As to form, Haspelmath defines the converb as a part of the verb paradigm placing it 
among the nonfinite verb forms. This requirement is not unproblematic, and Haspelmath 
himself devotes some space to its discussion. First, he observes that finiteness and non-
finiteness are extremes on a desententialization continuum such as Lehmann’s (1988:200) 
rather than a binary distinction. Second, converbs may be marked for possessor agree-
ment with their subjects. He labels this marking nonfinite if predicative verb forms 
choose from different sets of morphemes to agree with their subjects and finite if the sets 
coincide. 

Haspelmath’s second point is a disputable one, since the traditional usage of the term 
finiteness (and he explicitly wants to adhere to the traditional usage of the term converb or 
its equivalents in Romance and Slavic linguistics) is not a functional but a strictly formal 
one, denoting verb forms that are not delimited by the categories of tense, mood, aspect 
(henceforth TAM), person and number (henceforth PERS). Bisang  proposes a similar defini-
tion requiring that the converb cannot be used as independent predication and be re-
stricted as to formal inflection potential: “Converbs can be defined as ‘verb forms that are 
specialized for the expression of adverbial subordination, but cannot form a sentence on 
their own, i.e. they do not occur as main predicates of independent clauses’” (1995:141). 

As to the desententialization continuum, Ebert (1993) presents evidence from several 
south Asian languages showing that functionally equivalent forms admit considerable 
formal diversity, ranging from nonfinite (verb stem + converbal suffix) in Tamil to finite 
(e.g. fully inflected verb form + case marker) in some Kiranti languages, among others. 
This poses the question of whether treating some forms as converbs (noninflected forms) 
and the others as subordinate moods (inflected forms), as proposed by Haspelmath, makes 
sense — in other words, whether such a dividing line between finite and nonfinite helps 
to describe or explain something better. Johanson and Nedjalkov take a radically contrary 
position in this respect: finiteness plays no role in their strictly functional definitions of 
the converb (in definition J, “finiteness” refers to “predicate cores functioning as heads of 
independent sentences” (340) and is thus a functional concept). Ebert (1993:106) offers an 
intermediate position in allowing either TAM or PERS markers on the verb, but not both 
simultaneously, to consider a form converbal. She also suggests to restrict the use of finite 
to its functional usage with the meaning ‘predicative’ and to speak of inflectedness when 
referring to formal make-up. 
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2.2.2 Functional aspects 
Haspelmath discusses in his paper two definitional criteria regarding the converb’s func-
tion: adverbiality and subordination. The first criterion is explicitly introduced to exclude 
verbal nouns and participles, the former being specialized for complementation and the 
latter for adnominal subordination. The second criterion, in particular Haspelmath’s five 
tests for subordination (clause-internal word order, variable position, possibility of pro-
nominal cataphora and control, semantic restrictiveness and focusability, and possibility 
of extraction) allow him to distinguish converbs from medial verbs or chaining construc-
tions, which are cosubordinating (cf Van Valin & LaPolla 1997:ch 8 and below). 

The strictly functional definition N explicitly distinguishes converbs from gerunds 
(verbal nouns), participles (attributes to nouns), infinitival forms (arguments of verbs) 
and finite verb forms (=predicative). This being a fairly broad definition, Nedjalkov sub-
categorizes the converbs among others according to a) syntactic function (distinguishing 
prototypical converbs (adverbial) from coordinative (cosubordinated) and conjunctional 
ones (predicates of subordinate clauses)), b) other functions (e.g. constitutive elements of 
complex verbs or paradigmatic verb forms), c) number of functions (i.e. whether there is a 
separate form for the converb, the participle, etc), and d) their semantics (distinguishing 
specialized converbs from contextual and narrative (=cosubordinated) ones). 

Bisang’s definition approaches Nedjalkov’s as it comes to the operationalization of the 
concept, although he uses similar labels with somewhat different meanings. He distin-
guishes three types of “prototypical converbs” (1995:154), viz. i) coordinative, ii) narrative, 
and iii) conjunctional. He reserves the term coordinative for a case like the Japanese suffix 
-tari, where two clauses can be coordinated (and made dependent upon a further predi-
cate) in a way that their predicates show the same degree of inflectedness; his narrative 
converbs are equivalent to Nedjalkov’s, and the term conjunctional covers Nedjalkov’s 
both contextual and specialized converbs. 

Bickel (1991:58f) proposes a model which distinguishes coordination from chaining 
and subordination on the one hand and takes into account the fact that several unrelated 
languages show a correspondence between formal marking and different types of subor-
dination on the other. He posits two continua which replace the simplistic and insuffi-
cient notion of adverbial subordination by a more fine-grained system of distinctions: the 
centrality and the integration continuum, whose main categories are summarized in Ta-
ble 2: 
 

TABLE 2: Centrality and integration continua 
Centrality Adsentential Subor-

dination 
Peripheral Subor-

dination 
Complementation 

Integration Adsentential Subor-
dination 

Peripheral Subor-
dination 

Verbal Attribu-
tion 

 
Table 2 above shows that a unit may be integrated loosely (adsententially, i.e. outside 

the clause), rather tightly (in the clause’s periphery) or very tightly (in the clause’s nu-
cleus). It can be observed that both continua share the first two stages and differ only as 
to the last one; along the first continuum, the size of the unit to which another one is ad-
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joined decreases from left to right, whereas along the second one, it is the size of the unit 
where another one is integrated into which decreases from left to right. Since a detailed 
discussion of the model and its implications would lie beyond the scope of the present 
study, the interested reader is referred to Bickel (1991). The main point for our present 
purpose has to do with the first two stages in table 2, viz. adsentential and peripheral 
subordination; consider the following examples in (1) taken from Kâte: 
 
(1) a. tepe  ba=ju-rɒ  mutsaʔ  gare-tsa+po (B 61) 

bow  have-SEQ:SS  COND:IRR  2sIO:give-IRR:PT:1s 
‘If I had had a bow, I would have given it to you.’ 

b. beʔ  ware-me  ɒkeʔke-oʔ-murɒ   soŋke-kaʔ (B 60) 
pig  come-SEQ:3sDS slay-3sN.VOL-INTENT  lurk-PR:3s 

  ‘He waits for the pig to slay it.’ 
  (lit. ‘He lies in wait with the intention of slaying the pig when it approaches.’) 

c. no  kporuʔ  ro-pe-re  ware-kopaʔ (B 60) 
1s  bark  take-1sN.VOL-DEST come-PR:1s 
‘I come to buy a cloth.’ 

 
Sentence (a) exemplifies the usage of the grammaticalized form �  mu-tsaʔ (say-IRR:PT:3s) 

to mark adsentential subordination. The clause it closes does not belong to the matrix 
periphery but constitutes a unit subordinated externally, and is presupposed without an 
own illocutionary sign. By contrast, example (1b) shows the usage of the grammaticalized 
form �� mu-rɒ �  (say-SEQ:SS) marking peripheral subordination with the additional meaning 
of will and intention. The suffix -re in example (1c) has the same function, albeit with a 
meaning of purpose. These peripherally subordinated units are not presupposed and have 
a stronger modifying character than their adsentential counterparts. 

Nevertheless, these different linking operations do not have to differ as to their 
marking. Consider example (2), showing what Bickel calls “answers with implicit illocu-
tionary marking” (1991:66): 
 
(2) a. Who went out? 

b. Angus went out, having dropped some mint sauce on his neighbor’s jacket. 
c. ?Angus went out daydreaming. 

 
Sentence (2b) is a pragmatically appropriate answer to the question in (2a), while (2c) is 
not. Both answers confirm what had been presupposed in the question (that somebody 
had went out), but the peripheral information daydreaming in (2c), being integrated in the 
clause, is understood as being presupposed as well and thereby renders the answer prag-
matically odd. The information having dropped ... jacket, on the contrary, does not fall into 
the illocutionary scope and poses no problems. The point here is that both answers use 
what Haspelmath calls a converbal form, the analytical having dropped (AUX.ING V.PPP) in 
(2b) and the synthetical daydreaming (V.ING) in (2c). Indo-European languages are re-
markable in that they present a convergent pattern of peripheral and adsentential subor-
dination (Romance versions of example (2) would be strikingly similar, even regarding the 
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distribution of analytical and synthetical forms; Russian behaves analogously1). 
An alternative detailed model is the one advanced by Role and Reference Grammar 

(henceforth RRG)2. It distinguishes three types of juncture (coordination, cosubordination 
and subordination) at three levels or nexus (nucleus, core and clause). According to this 
model, coordination is the case where the units are independent from each other, 
whereas cosubordination denotes dependence but not embedding — this meaning that 
the operators (such as tense, aspect, negation, illocutionary force, modality, and others) 
that apply to the main unit have scope over the dependent one without the latter being 
an argument or modifier of the former; this last case is labeled subordination. This model 
draws dividing lines between categories somewhat differently compared with Bickel’s and 
especially contrasted with traditional clause linkage theories (e.g. due to the fact that 
formal symmetry or asymmetry plays no role in it). As yet, however, it has been able to 
both provide insights into structural patterns of both European and extra-European lan-
guages and do so in a fairly consistent way. Also this framework would lie beyond the 
scope of the present study, so the interested reader is referred to Van Valin & LaPolla 
(1997:ch8). 
 
 
3 Some Asian clause-l inking devices 
 
3 .1 Turkic 
 
Turkic languages are known to favor synthetic clause-linking strategies (suffixation) 
rather than analytic ones (conjunctions) as most Indo-European languages do. Although 
Modern Turkish has borrowed from Indo-European some symmetric syndetic construc-
tions of the type [clause with fully inflected verb][conjunction][clause with fully inflected 
verb] in recent times, there still are productive clause-linking suffixes with different 
functions. The examples in (3) show the use of three suffixes (-IncE, -ErEk and -Ip) in Mod-
ern Turkish: 
 
(3) a. Ahmet ev-e   gel-ince  Hasan yat-ma-ya  git-ti. (W 544) 

A.  home-DAT come-INCE H.  sleep-NR-DAT  go-PT 
‘When Ahmet came home, Hasan went to sleep.’ 

 b. Müzik dinle-yerek,  uyu-yabil-ir-im. (V 461) 
music listen-EREK  sleep-MOD-AOR-1s 
‘Listening to music, I can sleep.’ 

c. Gid-ip gör-meli-yiz. (V 460) 
go-IP see-MOD-1p 
‘We ought to go and see.’ 

 
As to the first of them, -IncE, Kornfilt (1997:xxv) labels it “time adverbializer”, and 

Slobin (1995:352) notes that the adequate English translation is ‘when’ or ‘as soon as’. In 
                                                
1 Cf. Bickel (1991:68) for a Russian example making the same point. 
2 Cf. Foley & Van Valin (1984), Van Valin (1993) and Van Valin & LaPolla (1997). 
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search of more functional and structural precision, Bickel (1991:156) treats it as marking 
adsentential subordination, and Watters (1993:544) lists it as an example of clausal subor-
dination marker. 

The second one, -ErEk, is considered by Kornfilt (1997:xxv) an “adverbializer” or “ad-
verb of manner”, whereas Bickel (1991:181) calls the construction in (3b) chaining with 
temporal specification (either simultaneity or immediate anteriority). However, Watters 
(1993:552) shows that it is a case of core coordination, since the abilitative suffix -EbIl 
(here glossed as MODALITY) has scope only over the main clause. 

The third suffix, -Ip, is described in Kornfilt (1997:xxv) as a “verbal conjunction” or 
“conjunctive adverb” and glossed by means of the English conjunction and. Rolffs 
(1997:275) considers it a coordinating morpheme and states that the subordinating con-
structions often used in Indo-European to translate these Ip-constructions are misleading 
in that the Turkish structure shows no signs of subordination. Bickel (1991:181) treats this 
construction as parallel to the one with -ErEk, i.e. as chaining, albeit without temporal 
specification. Watters (1993:555f) regards it as an example of core cosubordination, since 
the abilitative suffix has scope over both clauses3. 

Were this everything about Ip-clauses, their treatment would be straightforward in 
the converb models presented in Section 2.2. Definition H would regard them as medial 
verbs, and definition N would call them narrative or coordinative converbs; in fact, this is 
the way they are labeled by these models. Nevertheless, Johanson (1993:327) claims that 
they are neither converbs nor medial verbs, “since they indeed combine both types.” 
Consider the examples in (4) from Turkish and Kirghiz: 
 
(4) a. Otur-up  konuş-t-uk. (Turkish, J 326) 

sit-IP  speak-PT-1p 
‘We sat down and talked. / Having sat down, we talked.’ 

b. Oqu-p  tüšün-d-ü. (Kirghiz, J 326) 
read-IP  understand-PT-3s 
‘He read and understood. / Having read, he understood.’  

 
If, as stated by Johanson and previously observed by Imart (1981:1598) about Kirghiz, “la 
frontière avec le gérondif prédicatif circonstantiel reste toujours vague”, it would be ap-
parent that Turkic morphology has a form with two functions, viz. marking medial verbs 
as well as converbs. Menges (1995:135) acknowledges this special condition by describing 
the Turkic Vp- form (e.g. the Ip-form in Turkish) in following terms: 
 

Gerundia are called the verbal nouns in adverbial function [...]; they serve, as a rule, 
as verbal adverb and, therewith, as the predicate of coordinated clauses. [...] [The 
Vp-form] is a syndetic gerund and stands for the expression of successive actions 
whose time-levels are not essentially different or distant from each other. 

 

                                                
3 Watters (193:558) observes a problem with this treatment. Since Ip-clauses may have a temporal con-

stituent of their own which can differ from a temporal constituent in main clauses, he proposes to adapt 
the original RRG model in a way that operators be arranged in concentric layers as originally posited but 
constituents be arranged along a linear chain to allow for them to be considered part of the periphery.  
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According to Menges (1995:138), some Altaic languages have suffixes that function 
similarly (multifunctionally), e.g. Yakut�  -āt� � and Mongol � -γa. Consider also the suffix� -gač 
in example (5) from Uzbekh: 
 
(5)  Tun  ket-gač,  tåŋ  åqår-gač, quš-lar  sayra-y  båšla-di. (J 326) 

night pass-GAC  dawn whiten-GAC bird-p  sing-Y  begin-PT:3s 
‘When the night had passed and it had dawned, the birds began to sing. / 
When the night had passed and it dawned, the birds began to sing. / 
The night had passed, it had dawned, and the birds began to sing. / 
The night passed, it dawned, and the birds began to sing.’ 

 
3 .2 Other languages 
 
In his study of converbal forms in Burushaski, Tikkanen (1995:493) notes, among several 
nonfinite verb forms, a special conjunctive participle which he labels “anterior copula-
tive-contextual same-subject converb”. This behaves very much like the Turkic Vp-form; 
consider the multifunctionality of the suffix -n (with verbs without a d-prefix, a mor-
pheme n-´-[n]) in the examples in (6): 
 
(6) a. Je jímale  d-áa-n   ún-e káa  duró é-č-a-m. (T 507) 

1s tomorrow D-1sS-(come)-N 2s-GEN with  work do-DUR-1sS-ST 

‘I will come tomorrow and work with you. / 
  I will work with you, after I have come (/after coming) tomorrow.’ 

b. ’Un-e jímale  du-kóo-n  já-a  káa  duró é- č -um-a-a? (T 507) 
2s-ERG tomorrow D-2sS-(come)-N 1s-GEN with work do-DUR-ST-2sS-Q 
‘Will you come tomorrow and work with me? / 
‘Will you come with me, after you have come (/after coming) tomorrow?’ 

 
His comments on the areal distribution of these forms are noteworthy: “While simul-

taneous converbs are almost universal in Eurasia, the anterior same-subject copula-
tive(-contextual) converb is chiefly restricted to South(-western) and Central Asia 
(including also Korea and Japan)” (493). He states more precisely in a footnote that “[t]he 
combination of both copulative and contextual functions in one and the same converb is 
common in South and Central Asia, e.g. in Indo-Aryan, Burushaski, Dravidian, Turkic, etc.” 
(522) 

These facts suggest that a systematic description of nonpredicative verb forms has to 
take this convergence pattern into account. Tikkanen devotes a section in his study to 
what he calls the “scope integration parameter” (505f), according to which the dependent 
clause may be either “‘subordinatively’ or ‘disjunctively’ within the scope of the main 
clause like an integrated (nondetached) adverbial phrase” or “‘coordinatively’ or ‘con-
junctively’ within the scope of the main clause in the manner of an elliptical coordinated 
clause” (506). While in the former the outermost operators —e.g. illocutionary force, time, 
negation— may focus the main clause or the subordinated unit, the latter treats main 
clause and dependent clause “on the same level of thematic and semantic hierarchy” 
(506), not allowing the dependent clause to be propositionally restrictive or presupposed. 
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Thus, Tikkanen’s taxonomy is similar to Nedjalkov’s in that disjunctive converbs are re-
garded as specialized for adverbial subordination. 

In his study of Korean clause linkage, Yang (1994:174f) follows Kang (1990) in giving a 
multifunctional account of the -ko suffix in that language. The sentences in (7) exemplify 
cases where each clause has its own tense and illocutionary force, thus being analyzed in 
the RRG framework as clausal coordination (a being an example of addition and b of con-
trast): 
 
(7) a. hyeng-un  uysa-ka  toy-ess-ko  awu-nun  mwues-i  toy-ess-ya? 

o.brother-TOP  doctor-NOM become-PT-KO  y.brother-TOP  what-NOM  become-PT-Q 
‘The older brother became a doctor, and what did the younger brother become ?’ 

b. son-un  ttattushay-ss-ko  pal-un  ette   hay-ss -nya? 
hand-TOP  warm-PT-KO   foot-TOP  how.about do-PT-Q 
‘Hands were warm, and how were feet?’ 

 
Interestingly, the suffix -ko may also function as shown in (8):  

 
(8) a. Chelswu-nun piano-lul chi-ko Swunhi-nun  nolay-lul pwulu-ess-ta. 

C.-TOP   piano-ACC play-KO S.-TOP   song-ACC  sing-PT-DECL 
‘Chulsoo played the piano and Soonhi sang a song. / 
Soonhi sang a song while Chulsoo was playing the piano.’ 

b. Apeci-nun sinmwun-ul  ilk-usi-ko emeni-un selkesi-lul ha-si-ess-ta.  
father-TOP newspaper-ACC read-SH-KO  mother-TOP dishes-ACC do-SH-PT-DECL 
‘Father read the newspapers and mother did the dishes. / 
Mother did the dishes, while father was reading the newspapers.’ 

 
According to Yang, the scope of the tense and the illocutionary force in both sentences is 
ambiguous, rendering two interpretations possible: an additive one in which the actions 
are portrayed as separate, and a simultaneous one in which both events are depicted as 
occurring at the same time. He analyzes the former as a case of clausal coordination and 
the latter as a case of clausal cosubordination. Although the reading becomes unambigu-
ous when each clause has its own tense and illocutionary force, what is relevant for our 
present purpose is the fact that -ko is not specialized for just one type of clause linkage. 
 
 
4 A critique of the converb  
 
It is well-known that languages may and do differ regarding obligatory distinctions made 
by their grammars. Clause linkage is no exception in this respect; Bickel (1991:189f) sum-
marizes how several basic linking operations that can and should be distinguished for 
typological studies are clustered by languages in one way or another, to a remarkable ex-
tent following areal patterns. In particular, Indo-European shows a device called adverbial 
clause, without a sharp dividing line between adsentential and peripheral subordination, 
and Altaic and other Asian languages have at least one form that seems to treat chaining 
and subordination the same way. 
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At this point it is worth recalling Haspelmath’s original purpose against the back-
ground of the data just presented: typological studies shall have tools that serve their ob-
jectives well, i.e. they shall be powerful enough to both distinguish phenomena that are 
different and capture equivalences between phenomena that show correspondences. Is 
the converb such an appropriate tool for cross-linguistic analysis and description, as 
Haspelmath maintains? More precisely, is there a recurrent pattern in the languages of 
the world regarding nonfinite verb forms whose main function is the marking of adver-
bial subordination? We already saw that the converb thus defined is not the most useful 
of tools. First, languages vary as to how much inflection potential they allow on verb 
forms used in both cosubordinate and subordinate clauses. Second, the concept of adver-
bial subordination appears to be rather an Eurocentric convergence than a notion useful 
for the description of languages that deviate from the Indo-European type and/or have 
not been influenced by it too strongly. 

Nedjalkov’s broad definition eliminates the formal shortcomings by restricting its 
definitional criteria to the functional domain. Nevertheless, were we to read in a descrip-
tive grammar of language X that it has converbs according to definition N, would we know 
whether they mark exclusively peripheral subordination, all kinds of subordination or 
even cosubordination, or a combination of these? Definitions N and J and Tikkanen’s dis-
tinction along the scope integration parameter rule out some cases of subordination, but 
the ambiguity concerning subordination and chaining persists. It is convergence and not 
high specialization that poses problems for terminology.  

Let us reduce the problem to the question of whether there really are specialized verb 
forms to mark the several clause linkage types, irrespective of degree of inflectedness. If 
we take a detailed model such as the one proposed by Bickel (1991) or RRG (Foley & Van 
Valin 1984, Van Valin 1993 and Van Valin & LaPolla 1997), it is apparent that, while some 
languages  treat some of the basic operations as being equal and others as being distinct, 
other languages group these basic clause-linking operations differently. Thus, the prob-
lem posed by a terminology for clause linkage typology in practice is less which function 
than which function cluster a form may specialize for. If a form like French en chantant can 
be said to be specialized albeit not distinguishing between adsentential and peripheral 
subordination, why cannot a Turkic Vp-form be regarded as specialized as well for, say, 
“noncoordination”? It seems to me to be a reasonable solution when describing a lan-
guage X and comparing it with a language Y to explicitly refer to function, i.e. precise 
clause-linking type in whatever model one chooses to apply, and to identify where their 
formal convergence patterns, if any, differ. 

However, since functional clustering seems to be widespread among the languages of 
the world, one might want to use labels specialized for these convergence patterns. Take 
the term medial verb, which stands for verb forms used in cosubordination with no impli-
cation as to the existence of obligatory reference tracking and implicitly considering it a 
specialized form; as yet, this category has proved useful in comparative and descriptive 
studies. Why not use a term like verbal adverb for the Indo-European type used in different 
kinds of subordination irrespective of inflectedness? Altaic and Korean would provide 
typology with verbal adverbs on the one hand and a mixed category (Vp-form and 
ko-form, respectively) that neutralizes formally chaining (medial verbs) and subordina-
tion (verbal adverbs), which we may want to call noncoordinative forms or the like (perhaps 
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we could even restrict the use of converb —originally used in Altaic studies— to this com-
bination of functions). A language like Kâte would have medial verbs and verbal subordina-
tors, specialized either for adsentential or peripheral subordination. Within a 
terminological framework like this, I would claim, we would have a clearer idea of what to 
expect upon reading the title of a section in a descriptive grammar, and both functional 
specialization and convergence patterns would be accounted for. 
 
 
5 Conclusions 
 
Different definitions of the term converb have been examined in the light of  verb forms 
found in European and Asian languages, showing that different clause-linking types (e.g. 
adsentential and peripheral subordination, or subordination and chaining) may be 
grouped together formally by some languages and separated by others. This finding, 
along with Ebert’s critique to a strict formal make-up requiring absence of inflection, 
make narrow definitions combining formal with functional criteria like Haspelmath’s, but 
also broad definitions covering many different subtypes like Nedjalkov’s and Johanson’s, 
appear less useful than they were claimed to be for cross-linguistic comparison and lan-
guage description. Alternatively, terminology could (i) do without the label altogether, 
referring exclusively to functional categories and formal make-up, or (ii) re-define converb 
as a form specialized for function clusters found in a language group or family, e.g. Turkic 
Vp-forms or Burushaski n-forms. 
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Abbreviations 
 
Glosses 
ACC accusative 
AOR aorist 
COND conditional 
DAT dative 
DECL declarative 
DEST destinative 
DS different-subject 
DUR durative 
ERG ergative 
GEN genitive 
INTENT intentional 
IO indirect object 
IRR irrealis 
MOD modality 
N.VOL near volitive 

NOM nominative 
NR nominalizer 
p plural 
PR present 
PPP past passive participle 
PT past 
Q interrogative 
s singular 
S subject 
SEQ sequential 
SS same-subject 
SH subject honorific 
ST static participle 
TAM tense-aspect-mood 
TOP topic 
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